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With Theme Innovating the future to fight cancer, Cancer Nursing 2020 invites everyone for the 17th International Conference on Oncology Nursing and Cancer Care which intends to bring out the contemporary augmentations which can unleash barbarous changes in the purview of cancer nursing. The event is scheduled to be held on the 4th & 5th of March 2020 in the knowledge base city of Edinburgh, Scotland, United Kingdom, which is affectionately known as Auld Rickee for its scenic beauty and historical places with the perk of enriched museums and libraries.

Scotland Cancer Nursing Conference is potentially lucrative for oncologists, researchers, radiologists, chemotherapists, doctors, oncology institutes, medical colleges, academic scientists, students, cancer diagnostics associations and societies, diagnostic laboratory professionals, business entrepreneurs, industry professionals, brand manufacturers/ marketers of consumer products, marketing, advertising and promotional agency executives, manufacturers of medical instruments, pharmaceutical industries, entrepreneurs in the field of oncology who are eager to be inspired by diversified knowledge and insights standing on the singular rostrum focusing upon the alarming disease of cancer.

Cancer Nursing Conference promises to provide its participants with a diversified variety of sessions and sub-sessions such as Fundamentals of Oncology, Oncology and Cancer Screening, Cancer Nursing Plans, Types of Cancer, Pharmacology & Drug Advancement, Oncology Rehabilitation and Cancer Prevention etc in order to simplify the procedure of perusing the issue on hand to get a grip on the concerned affair from divergent perspectives through its skill-enhancing Keynote Addresses, communal oral and poster presentations, mind-blowing exhibitions, workshops, sponsorship openings, media accomplices etc.

International Cancer Nursing Conference comes up with meritorious virtues for its entrants with windows of opportunities like:

- Growth of Professional Network
- Increase in Awareness
- Interaction with Eminent Specialists and Experts
- Raise the Knowledge Base
- A New Space for Acquiring Skills
- Diversion from Comfort Zone
- New Tips and Tactics
- A shrewdness of Upcoming Requirements

Evaluating the ever-increasing plight of cancer which has earned the evil reputation of being the 2nd most common death reason around the globe it has become important to address the issue in an increased pace of momentum to prevent it from causing more devastations to the biological life around the planet.
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